
norstone
new dimensions in natural stone

inspired by nature 
created by hand



“Simply even more powerful and beautiful than imagined. It makes one 
feel as though the hall is part of the rocky shore in the distance. It is 
exactly where your product is meant to be, and will be a central part of 
the narrative of the building and musical experience.”
             Alan Joslin, Epstein Joslin Architects, Boston, MA

more powerful 
  than imagined

our story
norstone® new dimensions in natural stone

global supplier of premium natural stone
Norstone® is a natural stone supplier with its headquarters in Sydney, 
Australia. Founded in 2003 and still growing, norstone’s innovative, premium 
natural stone products are exported worldwide. At norstone®, the entire 
manufacturing process, from quarry to fi nished product, is managed directly 
at our modern production facility in South East Asia.

During the past decade norstone® has achieved its extraordinary success 
by working in close cooperation with our network of carefully selected global 
distributors and the many employees who work tirelessly to produce our 
beautiful products. We all share the belief to never compromise on quality 
and service.

As a young dynamic company we nurture a culture of passion, integrity 
and self-belief in all our partners and employees. We inspire them to affi rm 
our commitment for the respect of human rights, protection of our fragile 
environment and the reduction of our carbon footprint.
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our products
Our natural stone products are remarkably simple and cost effective. They 
offer supreme ease of installation and are the ideal solution for stone wall 
cladding in a wide range of external and internal applications. Once installed 
they have a lifetime that will usually exceed the life of the building.    

Norstone® natural stone products are environmentally friendly, inert and 
fully recyclable as well as energy effi cient in production. They provide an 
excellent combination of high rigidity and structural strength, and also 
possess excellent noise reduction and thermal insulation properties.

 

 ivory rock panels highlighted with recessed lighting. 

norstone® stone veneers
  the desire to create the most 
 important feature wall of all - yours

  exclusive designs and colour options that 
only norstone® can supply in 100% natural stone.

  independent global distributor network to 
assist with professional advice and guarantee supply.

  affordability; an entry-level price point that is 
superior value to the inferior generic competition.

  fl exibility; from rock panels to interlocking basalt 
tiles and our new smaller scale stretched quartz tiles. 

  minimise on-site costs with our unique rock 
panel system ensuring a rapid and simple installation.

  unique corner system; interlocking fi nger joints 
for internal and external corners (65 to 115 degrees).

  our legendary customer support; from a small 
domestic installation to a major commercial project, 
we are here to help every step of the way.

  exclusive warranty system; in conjunction with 
fellow market leaders Laticrete, we offer a warranty 
that no competitor can begin to match. 33



the beauty of simplicity

standard rock panels

sahara white

norstone® so simple it’s easy

stacked stone veneer made simple
Norstone® is known throughout the world for its premium stacked stone 
panels. Our attractive and unique designs combine a natural feel with a 
classical elegance and an ultra-modern look which sets norstone® apart 
from the competition. We provide you with exciting new possibilities and 
ease of installation to create the design you desire

The living colours and textures of our natural stone will give your 
architectural projects a beautiful and impressive fi nish. Our rock panels are 
hand assembled from select pieces of precision cut quartz or sedimentary 
rock ensuring that each panel has a unique colour and design.

panel dimensions   weight
fl at panel:  610mm (w) x 152mm (h) x 15-35mm thick   
 24”(w) x 6”(h) x 5/8-1¼” thick

corner set:  400/200mm (w) x 152mm (h) x 15-35mm thick
 16”/8”(w) x 6”(h) x ⅝-1¼” thick

5.5kgs / 12lbs

specs
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the beauty of simplicity

 charcoal rock panels stunning 
and contemporary for interior 
and exterior walls

  white rock panels combined 
with pebbles form an attractive 
focal point for this façade.  

  salt attack resistant 
and 3 dimensional rock 
panels form a stunning 
water feature.

  the warm hues and texture of the ochre adds glamour to this circular staircase.

  ivory rock panels provide a perfect backdrop for this 
outdoor entertaining area.

ochre
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  salt attack resistant 
and 3 dimensional rock 

“The stacked stone was just what we needed to 
bring the sanctuary from ordinary to extraordinary. 
From the friendly staff at Norstone to the easy 
application of the product, it was such a great 
experience.”
Andrew Arrowood, Pastor Valley Lighthouse, 
Van Nuys, CA “

(1) Ochre  
rustic, rugged appeal 

(2) Charcoal 
cool subdued tones 

(3) White
sleek, contemporary

(4) Ivory 
warm, mellow hues

(5) Sahara 
luxurious with a hint 
of mystique
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seamless made 
simple

XLX & XLV rock panels
norstone® bigger, bolder & joint free

supersize your stone veneer
When a larger format stone is desired our XL series delivers superbly  
with bigger individual stone strips per panel and a unique interlocking  
end system. The stepped ends on the XL series rock panels create a 
seamless look as the vertical joints are virtually eliminated. With fewer 
stone strips per panel norstone’s new expansive rock panel, the XL 
series is the perfect composition giving the feel of a grander scale.

  larger format ochre XLX rock panels form a 
functional and attractive water feature.

panel dimensions weight
fl at panel:  610mm (w) x 152mm (h) x 15-35mm thick   
 24”(w) x 6”(h) x ⅝-1¼” thick

corner set:  400/200mm (w) x 152mm (h) x 15-35mm thick
 16”/8”(w) x 6”(h) x ⅝-1¼” thick

5.5kgs / 12lbs

specs

charcoalcharcoal
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  inter-locking corners in 
charcoal XLX are perfect for 

completing this fi replace.

  this fi replace façade is highlighted 
using ochre XLV rock panels creating a 

stunning centre piece of the room.  

  use lighting to beautifuly 
highlight the XLV rock panels. 

  charcoal XLX rock panels

ochre XLV rock panels provide an attractive 
backdrop for this exterior feature wall.

  use lighting to beautifuly 
highlight the XLV rock panels. 

“I couldn’t be happier! I get so many 
compliments on how beautiful my 
Norstone looks. I would do the same stone 
all over again! I LOVE IT!!!!”

Carrie Spence, New York, NY

ochre
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(1) Ochre  
rustic, rugged appeal 

(2) Charcoal 
cool subdued tones 

(3) White
sleek, contemporary

(4) Ivory 
warm, mellow hues

(5) Sahara 
luxurious with a hint 
of mystique
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natural stone   
 veneer made linear

basalt IL tiles

   distinctive and durable 
grey basalt IL tiles.  

norstone® exclusive precision

want to stand out from the crowd?
Basalt interlocking tiles are a marriage of history, design, and technology. Basalt, a 
robust igneous stone, is cut into individual strips which are then mesh mounted to 
create a sleek, contemporary wall tile. Silky smooth to the touch, the natural honed 
fi nish of our basalt IL tile is refi ned and luxurious. This product is ideal for many 
applications, especially anywhere a dramatic statement is desired.   

two exceptional colours. 
norstone’s legendary craftsmanship, where ancient meets modern   

Basalt IL tiles are available in two modern and contemporary colours, grey and ebony 
- both beloved of architects and designers and suited to any modern environment, 
especially as a striking contrast to minimalist white walls. These tiles are easy to install 
and form a seamless linear pattern with our unique interlocking system.

  redefi ne style and luxury with ebony basalt IL tiles.

unit dimensions weight
fl at tile:  432mm (w) x 381mm (h) or 17” (w) or 15” (h)

thickness:  12mm or ½”

coverage:  0.12m2 (8.5 units per m2) or 1.3 sq ft 

3.7kgs or 8lbs

specs

greyebony
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aspire to a 
 new perspective

natural stone   
 veneer made linear

basalt 3D XLX panels

   ebony 3D panels are the perfect 
natural element to combine with water.

Ochre

norstone® explore the 3rd dimension

basalt just became more beautiful & bolder
Our stunning new 3D basalt stone panels are designed in our trademark modular 
form for ease of installation. norstone® basalt 3D XLX panels are sophisticated 
and elegant and are incredibly hard wearing. They embody depth of colour, natural 
character and the subtle inherent sheen that designers and architects expect from 
premium natural stone products.   

The beautiful appearance and smooth surface of the 3D basalt panel will be 
appropriate for both internal and external installations, including wet areas. They 
are fi nely calibrated to ensure ease of installation and rapid coverage of large areas. 
The 3D basalt range includes both external and internal corner modules to provide a 
perfect, seamless fi t every time.

  redefi ned elegance with ebony basalt 3D panels.

panel dimensions weight
fl at panel:  610mm (w) x 152mm (h) x 12-16mm thick   
 24”(w) x 6”(h) x ½ - ⅝” thick

corner set:  400/200mm (w) x 152mm (h) x 12 - 16mm thick
 16”/8”(w) x 6”(h) x ½ - ⅝” thick

3.7kgs or 8lbs

specs

grey
ebony
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dare to be different

chiselled quartz tiles

  cream chiselled tiles 
highlighted to provide a 
subdued ambiance. 

  highlighting of these white chiselled tiles 
completes  a dazzling  feature wall and focal 
point for this commercial space. 

charcoal white cream

  white chiselled tiles form a clean 
crisp look to this juice bar. 

norstone® a lightweight in a class of its own

chic lightweight option to stacked stone
Each quartz chiselled tile has a machined surface fi nish that is 
chiselled carefully by hand to create a unique parallel ribbed pattern 
which has a coarse rippled effect along the surface of the tile. The size 
ratio of 3:1 complements the trend towards a “planked” look.

The thinner, lighter quartz tiles are the perfect solution where weight is 
a concern or a “fl atter” surface is desired. More subtle in their fi nished 
appearance than rock panels, our quartz tiles are further testimony to 
the enduring beauty and simplicity of quality natural stone.

charcoalcharcoal

tile dimensions weight
tile:  300mm (w) x 100mm (h) x 13-15mm thick   
 11.85”(w) x 3.95”(h) x ½" to ⅝” thick

1.2kgs or 2.5lbs

specs
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leading edge design

sculptured quartz tiles
norstone® groomed to perfection

parallel symmetry meets linear
These stylish quartz tiles fuse the warmth and beauty of natural stone with 
a contemporary design and are ideally suited for either interior or exterior 
applications, including wet areas. Each tile has a subtle textured fi nish to 
create an innovative and sleek linear appearance exclusive to norstone®.

Each quartz sculptured tile has a machined surface fi nish that is carefully 
split by hand in random sections to create a unique parallel ribbed pattern, 
this has a combed effect showing pieces of the rib removed. The size ratio 
of 3:1 complements the trend towards a “planked” look.

charcoal white
cream

tile dimensions weight
tile:  300mm (w) x 100mm (h) x 13-15mm thick   
 11.85”(w) x 3.95”(h) x ½" to ⅝” thick

1.2kgs or 2.5lbs

specs
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think out of 
   the square

monarostone

charcoal ochre

norstone® an old favourite returns

the perfect alternative to create that classic 
architectural look of fl agstone
The colour palette for monarostone varies from red, orange, rusts, brown, gold, 
greys and charcoal. The rich tones combine with cement grout to create an 
elegance that is inspired by the architectural exteriors of affl uent Californian style 
homes in the 1960s. It is ideal for both wall cladding and paving applications 
because it is low maintenance and quite affordable.

Owing to the stone’s random shape and an appealing range of colours; 
monarostone presents many design options and can bring an immense 
amount of character and a unique element to your space. Breathe new life and 
inspiration into your projects as no two areas will be exactly the same!

Classifi ed as a quartz or quartzite based sedimentary stone.

stone dimensions weight
fl agstone:  200mm or 8” up to 450mm or 18” in size. 
 15-35mm or ⅝” to 1 ¼” thick

60kgs per m2/
12lbs per Sq.Ft

specs charcoal ochre
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think out of 
   the square

 charcoal monarostone 
transforms this wall from the 
ordinary to the extraordinary 
to form an eye-catching 
feature wall 

 ochre monarostone skillfully 
installed can be used to form 

impressive columns.

  ochre 
monarostone 
enhances the 
imposing blade wall 
to the entrance of 
this house

 this striking facade wall with 
ochre monarostone beautifi es 

the entry to this home. 

 charcoal monarostone

“The pleasure was mine. It is easy 
to install - Love your product! Look 
forward to continuing to work with 
you!”
Matt Muenster, The DIY Network, 
BATHtastic! & Bath Crashers
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paving 
 made simplespecs

pavers
norstone® NEW

enhance the beauty of your landscape
Want to create individual outdoor spaces? Norstone® has the pavers 
to complement the beauty of your landscape. Our prestigious basalt 
pavers are recognised for their high quality and durability. Available in 
standard and custom sizes, basalt pavers are ideal for pedestrian and 
vehicular traffi c in a range of surface fi nishes.

In contrast to the basalt, Monarostone pavers have a naturally rugged 
textured surface and come in random sizes. Monarostone is a durable 
paving that adds warmth to any outdoor setting or small accent areas.

basalt paving weight
dimensions: 
300 x 300mm, 600 x 300mm x 20 or 30mm thick
12 x 12”, 24 x 12” x 0.8" or 1.2" thick
custom sizes available on request

20mm or 0.8" thick from 2.5kgs (5.5lbs)
to 11kgs (24lbs)
30mm  or 1.2" thick from 3.4kgs (7.5lbs) 
to 14.4kgs (31.7lbs)

monarostone paving     
see previous page
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revive 
   a classic

IL series rock panels
norstone® NEW

classic natural stone veneer with 
seamless joints
Norstone® IL series ensures that the classic look of the stacked stone 
veneer panel is retained but has the benefi t of a unique interlocking 
end system. Our stepped ends on the IL series rock panels create a 
seamless look with the virtual elimination of vertical joints.

With a similar number of stone strips as per the standard panel and 
combined with the stepped ends, the new IL series encapsulates the 
idiom that “old is new again”.

panel dimension weight
fl at panel:  610mm (w) x 152mm (h) x 15-35mm thick   
 24”(w) x 6”(h) x ⅝-1/¼” thick

corner set:  400/200mm (w) x 152mm (h) x 15-35mm thick
 16”/8”(w) x 6”(h) x ⅝-1/¼” thick

5.5kgs / 12lbs

specs
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perfection 
       achieved

corners
norstone® why compromise?

the only fi nger-joint interlocking corner 
system in the world
Corners are an extremely important component to complete any project,  
which is why norstone® prides itself on its innovation of the only fi ngerjoint  
interlocking corner system in the world. The inter-woven fi ngers deliver  the 
most seamless look possible with a very distinctive and natural corner.

uniquely hand made to fi t every corner
One section of the corner unit is longer than the other to allow an offset  
pattern on the adjacent walls. Because they require little skill and are so quick 
and easy to install they signifi cantly reduce on-site labour costs.

columns
Norstone® fi nger joint corners are perfect for covering most columns  which can 
be achieved rapidly without using unsightly butt joins, half  overlay or time-
consuming mitre cuts so commonly used by others.

the only fi nger-joint interlocking corner the only fi nger-joint interlocking corner 

unit dimensions weight
corner set:  400/200mm (w) x 152mm (h) x 15-35mm thick
 16”/8”(w) x 6”(h) x ⅝-1¼” thick

5.5kgs / 12lbs
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straight or curved
 express your preference

radius
norstone® bend your imagination

stone veneer on a curved wall
Ever wanted to fi t a stone panel on to curved wall, now you can with 
norstone® stone products. Radius walls make a very interesting and 
distinctive design element to be used for residential and commercial 
applications. Let your imagination run free to create sensational feature 
walls that will enhance your indoor or outdoor living spaces.  

create a distinctive sculptural statement
Use a curved wall to sub divide a large open room or defi ne a break in a 
large space to make a unique sculptural statement. The rugged texture 
of the 3 dimensional stone delineates the curvature of the wall to create 
a very edgy and impressive design. Curved or radius walls can be free-
standing or part of an existing structure, the choice is yours.
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corners made   
 easy

hassle free installation
norstone® experience our proven stone veneer panel system

stacked stone veneer made simple
Stacked stone used to be diffi cult, time consuming and expensive. Norstone® 
has changed that with our proven stone veneer panel system, offering ease of 
installation and peace of mind with our unique warranty system.  

ideal for almost any interior and exterior applications
Now you can achieve superior results in a shorter time. Our rock panel system 
allows rapid installation and our exclusive corners signifi cantly reduce the toil 
and expense involved in forming beautiful natural corners or columns.  

the fi nished result is exceptional.
Compared to building a traditional stacked stone wall, norstone® rock panels 
make it possible to cover a large wall in a short period of time because of 
their large size, superior panel system and simplicty of installation.  

For all products refer to the installation guides on our websites

stacked stone veneer made simplestacked stone veneer made simple

“This stuff is an absolute joy to work with - it doesn’t crack or splinter when 
you drill it and you can precision cut it with a wet saw. There’s no grouting and 
once it’s fi xed in place a nuclear bomb couldn’t move it. The edges are already 
machine cut and the corners work like a dream.”

“This stuff is an absolute joy to work with - it doesn’t crack or splinter when 
you drill it and you can precision cut it with a wet saw. There’s no grouting and 
once it’s fi xed in place a nuclear bomb couldn’t move it. The edges are already 
machine cut and the corners work like a dream.”

   maintenance free with zero to low Iron content

   increased thermal and noise insulation effects

   Asbestos free - low VOCs - salt and stain resistant

The norstone® difference
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as unique as 
 a fi ngerprint

colours

Ochre

norstone® natural, distinctive & exquisite

choose from a palette of colours that is as 
individual as you are
Less is more in today’s busy world, so to avoid complicating your selection 
norstone® colours represent a palette that is conducive to enhancing your 
living space and highlight the different elements.

rock panels
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Distributor:

 
     norstoneusa.com   |   norstone.co.uk   |   norstonede.com   |   norstonefr.com   |    norstone.com.au   |   norstone.ae   |   norstone.ie 




